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rule￿or￿policy￿reaction￿function.￿Practical￿policy-makers￿tend￿to￿argue￿that￿the￿monetary￿policy











models,￿ judgement,￿ preferences,￿ decision￿ procedures￿ are￿ mapped￿ into￿ policy￿ decisions￿ ￿￿ will
necessarily￿remain￿something￿of￿a￿￿black￿box￿￿or￿at￿least￿a￿￿grey￿box￿.￿￿A￿complete￿￿glass￿box￿￿is
not￿feasible￿and￿thus￿a￿need￿for￿communication￿in￿monetary￿policy￿remains.






























motivations￿ of￿ individual￿ policy-makers￿ ￿￿ can￿ be￿ made￿ publicly￿ observable,￿ verifiable￿ and
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basis￿ for￿ common￿ understanding￿ cannot￿ be￿ taken￿ for￿ granted￿ (cf.￿ section￿ 4.3).￿ Finally,￿ the
recognition￿of￿bounded￿rationality￿makes￿it￿even￿harder￿to￿appeal￿to￿any￿general￿intuition￿on￿the
welfare￿implications￿of￿central￿banks￿￿communication￿policies.
4.2 Honesty: a correspondence theory of transparency






bank￿ ￿￿ is￿ already￿ tied￿ up￿ with￿ issues￿ of￿ information￿ transmission￿ (communication).￿ For￿ the
purpose￿ of￿ this￿ section￿ we￿ abstract￿ from￿ this￿ complication￿ in￿ order￿ to￿ focus￿ on￿ external
communication.￿Thus￿with￿respect￿to￿the￿discussion￿of￿the￿role￿of￿a￿monetary￿policy￿strategy
￿information￿efficiency￿￿and￿￿internal￿communication￿￿are￿used￿interchangeably￿in￿this￿section.
The￿ aspect￿ of￿ honesty￿ in￿ transparency￿ can￿ then￿ be￿ defined￿ as￿ the￿ degree￿ to￿ which￿ the
representation￿of￿information￿employed￿in￿external￿communication￿corresponds￿to￿the￿actual
structuring￿ of￿ information￿ adopted￿ internally.￿That￿ external￿ communication￿ ￿￿ to￿ the￿ extent
possible￿￿￿faithfully￿reflects￿the￿internal￿framework￿for￿structuring￿and￿interpreting￿information
would￿seem￿one￿of￿the￿foremost￿requirements￿for￿genuine￿transparency.￿On￿this￿count￿there￿is￿a
presumption￿ for￿ conveying￿ information￿ in￿ the￿ same￿ format￿ as￿ used￿ internally.￿ Conflicts￿ may,
however,￿ arise￿ between￿ internal￿ and￿ external￿ communication￿ needs.￿To￿ uphold￿ the￿ closest
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16 An example of such potential trade-offs is the communication role of published inflation forecasts which may be used as a device to
summarise information for the sake of economic clarity, as signals for future policy intentions or as devices to anchor inflation
expectations at the target. Forecasts ￿ whether conditional or unconditional ￿ are unlikely to be equally effective and credible with respect
















deliver￿ on￿ the￿ central￿ bank￿s￿goal￿ (clarity of objective).￿ Several￿ trade-offs￿ can￿ arise,￿ which￿ are
depicted￿in￿the￿clarity triangle￿of￿Figure 3.
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of￿terms￿over￿time￿and￿across￿situations.￿Once￿learned,￿a￿monetary￿policy￿strategy￿economises
on￿ the￿ need￿ for￿ additional￿ explanations￿ and￿ at￿ the￿ same￿ time￿ lends￿ coherence￿ to￿ these
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